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    DOON PUBLIC SCHOOL, PASCHIM VIHAR, NEW DELHI 

CLASS 8 

 

Do your homework, study the craft, believe in yourself, and out-work everyone.      

-Justin Hires 

General instructions- 

1. It is mandatory to do the activities of all the subjects in the same folder. 
2. The child will be assessed for the neat handwriting, creativity and originality. 
3. Revise syllabus covered so far, of all the subjects, thoroughly. 
4. Parents can be facilitators at home but the work should be done independently 

bythe child in his/her own handwriting. 
5. Worksheets of each subject are given along with the respective Holiday 

Homework. The students should take its printout/handout and submit it to the 
concerned subject teachers on the reopening day of school.  
 

*Please note that the marks are for the content and not the beautification of the file. 

There is no need to do the work on designer/coloured sheets. Plain A4 white sheets or 

register sheets can be used. Also, only a black and blue pen should be used. 

It is time to put the available resources to optimal use and do the best with it.  

 

INTERGRATED HOLIDAY HOMEWORK 

Spread Facts, Not Fear! 
#COVID-19 

 

English 

Worksheet-  

Complete the given worksheets of Sentences, Pronouns, Adjectives and Determiners. 

Activity-  

1. Design a poster to increase awareness among the people on COVID-19and the 
precautions that should be taken to prevent it. Also give a catchy slogan. (You may 
take hints from the grammar book pg. 284) 
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2. Write an article in not more than 250 words describing your fears, concerns and 
thoughts on the global pandemic of Corona virus. 

Or 

Write a letter to your cousin who stays in another city describing your feelings 

and sharing your views on the pandemic. Also talk about your inability to visit 

him/ her during the summer break due to the lockdown. 

 

 

Mathematics 

Worksheet- 

Complete the given worksheets of the following chapters- 

Linear Equation(Ch-7) 

Direct and InverseProportion(Ch-13) 

Introduction to Graphs(Ch-8) 

Rational Numbers(Ch-6)  

Activity-   

Based on the COVID-19 global pandemic, make a Bar graph representing the number of 

CORONA VIRUS patients of 5 different countries as per the data on 30 April 2020. 

                                                           Or 

Make a Bar graph representing the recovered patients of 5 different countries in March 

2020 & April 2020. (Students would make two bar graphs, one for each month.) 

Science 

1. Complete the worksheets posted on the group. 

Worksheet No. 1 Chapter 13  Sound  

Worksheet No. 2 Chapter 8  The Cell 

 

“An infodemic of misinformation and rumours is spreading more quickly than the current 

outbreak of Corona Virus.” – WHO (World Health Organisation) 

 

Misleading information is sowing fear and confusion in our communities. 

Students, let’s spread facts, not fear in our fight against the Corona Virus. 
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This will help educate people, reduce all misinformation and enable everyone to stay healthy 

and safe. 

Activity-   
 

Prepare a brief research report on COVID-19  virus outbreak.  You may include the 

following points. 

• Causal organism 

• Origin 

• Mode of Transmission 

• Symptoms 

• Treatment 

• Preventive measures, giving DOs and DON’Ts. 

•At the end, pen down a write-up on “Life after COVID-19 Era” 

If possible, justify your research report with pictures/ diagrams. 

Social Science 

Worksheet- 

Complete the given worksheets of the British Power (History) and The Resources 

(Geography). 

Activity- 

Make a brief research report on the topic, ‘COVID- 19’ with the following sub-headings. 

- History of COVID-19 (must include the genesis of the virus). 

-Geographical spread of the virus. 

-Short note on ‘India under Lockdown’ -- highlighting the impact on the Indian 

Economy and on the common man. 

-On a political map of India mark any 3 red, orange and green zones as per the third 

lockdown. 

OR 

On the physical map of the World, mark the originating country of the virus and five 

other countries which are severely affected by the virus. 
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Computer Science 

Worksheet- 

Complete the worksheets posted on the group 

Worksheet No. 1  Chapter 1  Networking Concepts 

Worksheet No 2 Chapter 5 App Development 

Activity- 

1. Make an attractive Power Point Presentation including pictures and different 

animations on the topic ‘COVID-19’usingthe information included in your project. 

2. Create a flowchart depicting the difference between ‘The Human Virus’ and 

‘Computer Virus’. 

3) Mail both the activities atvandanashishodia30@gmail.comhaving the following 

details- 

a) Name of the child 

b) Roll number 

c) Class and section 

(Also, take screenshot of the mail and attach it in your project file) 

 

Stay home, Stay safe! 

Happy Holidays! 

 

HOLIDAY HOMEWORK OF LANGUAGES 

English: 

1.Revise the topics done so far. 

2. Create a VADE MECUM (a personal handbook). Take a spiral bound scrap book 

or you can take a thin notebook, whichever is available to you. Make your own 

personal collection. 

NOTE: 

1. Vade Mecum can have:  

*  Acronyms (15-20),  

* Anecdotes (4-5),  
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* Idioms (15-20 with meaning and used in a sentence),  

* Limericks (8-10),  

* Examples of Famous Poems (4-5) (by renowned poets) wherein Literary Devices 

have been used (Metaphors, Similes, Oxymoron, etc),  

* Palindromes (20),  

* Phrasal Verbs (10-15),  

* Proverbs (10-15) with meaning and used in a sentence),  

* Quotations (10),  

* Riddles(5),  

* Scientific terms (8-10) 

* Tongue twisters, (8-10) 

* Self composed short poems (2-3) 

* Paragraphs (2-4) describing your own saddest or happiest experience during the 

Lockdown etc. You can also display your experiences with the help of pictures. 

 

2. *Best Original, Self-written compositions* (poems, paragraphs, articles, 

Limericks) *will be selected to be published in the school magazine/ school 

newsletter*  

(No plagiarism. Only the best ORIGINAL /SELF-COMPOSED content will be 

published.) 
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Le devoir de vacancesd’été 

Sujet;Français 

1. Écrivez les prépositions( at least 15 ) et faitesune phrase avec chaquepréposition. 

2. Conjuguezdix  -re verbes et faitesune phrase avec chaqueverbe. 

3. Quellessont les mesuresqu’ondoit prendre pendant la pandémique COVID 19? 

Decrivez – les encollantoudessinant les images. ( what are the mesures that we 

should take during the pandemic COVID 19? Describe them by pasting or drawing 

les images. ) 

 

GENERAL KNOWLEDGE 
 

➢ Make a project showing the interlinking of biodiversity with the use of plastic 

as an indispensable item in our daily lives. 

 

You may consider the following while making this project: 

● Effect of plastic on plants 

● Effect of plastic on animals 

● Effect of plastic on oceans 

● Effect of plastic on marine life. 

 

➢ Read and learn the following articles from TUK GK APP. These articles are 

present under AMAZING INFORMATION. 

• The Eagle- Gifted with an extraordinary Vision 

• Ocean Bed- The site for Volcanic Activities 

• The Utility of that extra shoelace hole 

• The Story of Apple’s logo 

• The Earth Day- Preserve the Blue and the Greens 

• Sunday- A Day to Relax 

• The Atlantic Ocean Road- An Ultimate Experience 

 

NOTE: 

 

1. Project can be made on register pages as well if other A4 size sheet is 

unavailable. 
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2. Marks will purely be awarded on the basis of content. 

3. No decoration of the project should be done. 

4. You can support your project with HAND MADE DRAWINGS. 

5. Learn the Current Affairs from TUK GK APP/ WEBSITE. Test for the same 

will be conducted just after the holidays.( IDs and Passwords are already 

given to you by your respective class teachers.) 

 

 

---------------------*------------------------ 


